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SERVICES OFFERED
Digital Strategy Development
to transition traditional firms
into modern organizations

Marketing Advisory
to provide (digital) marketing
leadership to growing organizations

Thought Leadership
to develop a platform and
content that attracts real buyers

Managed Public Relations
to develop your firm’s brand
locally, regionally and nationally

Search and Social Advertising
to generate qualified leads based
on behavior and interest targeting

BBG HELPS FINANCIAL SERVICES FIRMS
REDEFINE THEIR MARKETING STRATEGY,
REGAIN THEIR COMPETITIVE POSITION, AND
REIMAGINE THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE.
ADVISORY
Provide leadership through a fractional Digital
Marketing Advisor™ for company growth.

We believe every business should be able to trust
their marketing partner to provide unbiased, accurate
advice based on best practices and business results.

CONSULTING
Establishing in-depth strategy for your digital,
mobile and social communications.

CLIENT EXPERIENCES

COACHING
With a one-on-one approach, help your employees
learn best practices and philosophies.

Contact

“We chose Bbg because of their
ability to listen. They understood our
traditional culture and helped us
create a modern but conservative
website that expresses our values.
From conception to implementation,
we were impressed with their
responsiveness, creativity and
flexibility.”

David J. Bradley, MBA
DavidBradley@TheBbg.com
401-300-4914
536 Atwells Ave., 2nd Floor
Providence, RI 02909

Following a comprehensive and methodical
approach in all projects, we help clients find new
efficiencies, tap into unrealized demand, and
deepen the sophistication of their growth activities.

. Solving Common Challenges for Firms .
“We have no strategy behind
what we do and why we do it.”

Mortgage company seeking more sophisticated digital
and social marketing strategies to transform business
engages Bbg to lead digital strategy design

B2B financial services firm builds an internal digital team
with Bbg serving as an advisor and coach to support
strategy direction and team development

Corporate retirement planning and wealth management
firm develops three professional websites and engages
Bbg for managed industry and regional public relations

“We’re invested in our marketing,
but we don’t have dedicated leadership.”
“Our teams are eager to learn,
but don’t know where to start. We’re stuck.”
“We have no team or agency. We need our
campaigns fully managed for us.”

Accounting firm grows nearly 30% in six months, raising
prices annually and being more selective in clients with
search advertising campaign lead generation campaign
More details at TheBbg.com/case-studies/
TheBbg.com

